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Dear friends,
If you have been paying attention for the past few years, you
might have noticed humanities and social sciences schools
really emphasizing the value
that comes from pursuing an
education that is not centered
upon science, technology, engineering, or math (also known as STEM).
This posture is taken with good reason. As students try
to ensure a return on their educational investments, they
may believe that the STEM or business fields offer a more
clear or straightforward path to a career than study within
a humanities or social sciences curriculum.
As College of Humanities and Social Sciences alumni,
you know the benefits of studying the liberal arts: collaboration, writing, synthesizing information to reach an
objective, and the critical thinking central to understanding. Employers know this as well. Work cannot be done in
a vacuum; it benefits from the cross-pollination of ideas
that is a vital part of the liberal arts tradition and its future.
In this issue of Cornerstone, we explore what that means
through discussions with current and former students and
faculty members who bring our teaching and ideals to life.

You will read about alumni who have used their educations to serve the local community, and two students who
have found that the liberal arts deepened their experiences
in ways they never expected. You will learn about how
prompting doctoral students to speak about their work in
a concise fashion yields benefits to the students, to the university, and to the community, as evidenced in the introduction of the Three Minute Thesis at Mason.
You will learn about the college’s alumni chapter (and
how you can take part). You will meet Mason’s longestserving faculty member, who happens to teach in the
Department of English. You also will see how the college’s
involvement in the university’s Faster Farther campaign
supports programs that enhance the scholarship of our
students and faculty members.
The thread that runs through all of this work is the idea
of service—service to our students and service to the community. As humans, we understand that we are at our best
when we are working within and for the interests of a larger
community, and it is the study of humanities and social
sciences that prepares us to play that vital role.
In Patriot Pride,
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In Memoriam: Roger Wilkins
By President Ángel Cabrera

IN MEMORIAM

T
Wilkins
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his spring, we lost one of our brightest stars. I’m saddened by the news that retired Robinson Professor
Roger Wilkins has died.
Wilkins’ life was the kind of story you couldn’t possibly
imagine. He was a champion of the civil rights movement
who served Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B.
Johnson. His work contributed to the passage of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.
Later on, he was among the first black editorial writers
at both the Washington Post and the New York Times. His
editorials about the Watergate scandal earned him a share
of the Post’s 1973 Pulitzer Prize for public service, and his
work was cited alongside the investigative stories written
by Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein.
We were fortunate to earn a place in his marvelous life.
Wilkins spent nearly two decades teaching history and

American culture at Mason, writing books and helping to
put a then-fledgling university on the map.
His students spoke glowingly of his devotion to helping his fellow man. This passage from one of his students,
written at the time of his retirement from Mason in 2007,
captures his impact:
“Students who have taken his classes or spoken with
him at length embark on their lives more enlightened
and understanding of others because of him…. With his
departure, Mason loses not only a professor, but a man
with an enormous heart and the willingness to make the
university as distinguished an academic institution as possible. He is irreplaceable.”
This tribute originally appeared as a message from President
Cabrera to the George Mason University community.

In Memoriam: Walter Mircea-Pines

I

n January 2017, George Mason University was saddened to learn of the loss of an esteemed colleague,
Walter Mircea-Pines, PhD Education ’09. A faculty
member in the Department of Modern and Classical
Languages who served as an instructor of German and as
the IT coordinator for the department, he specialized in
instructional design and development with an emphasis on
assessment.
Mircea-Pines was born in Cluj-Napoca, Romania. He
earned a bachelor’s degree in Germanic languages and
literature at Babes-Bolyai University in Cluj-Napoca,
Romania, in 1985. Upon graduation, he began teaching
foreign languages at a local high school. He spoke ten languages, six fluently.
In 1990, Mircea-Pines and his family moved to Buffalo,
New York, where he completed an MA in education at the
State University of New York at Buffalo in 1996, while
working as a foreign languages teacher at the Mount St.
Joseph Academy. He and his family relocated to Northern
Virginia in 1997.
Mircea-Pines worked with the U.S. Department of
State as a translator and an escort-interpreter, and in 1998,
joined Mason’s Department of Modern and Classical
Languages. Throughout his career as a German language
instructor and information technology coordinator, he
cultivated his computing skills and appreciation for technology; having specialized in instructional design and
development, he emphasized assessment and foreign language acquisition.
While overseeing the language department’s digital
instruction, Mircea-Pines designed and tested placement and proficiency exams in languages beyond the
many he knew. He worked closely with faculty members
or native speakers of Russian, Chinese, Arabic, Farsi, and

Portuguese to develop, digitize, and test placement and
proficiency exams for both graduate and undergraduate students. He went on to earn a PhD in education at
Mason in 2009. His doctoral dissertation, An Examination
of Reliability and Validity Claims of a Foreign Language
Proficiency Test, was published in 2012.
Among his many achievements, Mircea-Pines was also a
member of the Board of Trustees of the San Miguel School,
Washington, D.C., where he mentored scores of pupils.
Mircea-Pines is remembered by his friends and colleagues as a scholar who used the theoretical insights of
his studies to transform his practice as a professional educator, technologist, and applied psychometrician. He is
fondly remembered by his students as a great instructor;
his friends regard him as a true and devoted friend who
generously gave of his time and expertise. Both faculty and
students were enriched by his cultural experiences and
deep ties to his native Romania and global outlook.
While seriously dedicated to everything he did,
Mircea-Pines was a fun-loving person. He exuded love
for his family, his work, and his friends. He was known
to all as the “Yellow Man” because of his yellow car, iPad,
Apple Watch, and the extensive collection of yellow casual
or formal attire that he wore daily. He said that the color
yellow symbolized the feeling of freedom that he enjoyed
in America.
Mircea-Pines is survived by his wife, Mirela; his
mother, Pia; and his brother, Paul, his wife Marcela, and
their son Andrei.
The Department of Modern and Classical Languages
has established a fund in his memory. For further
details, please contact the college’s development office
at chssalum@gmu.edu.

Mircea-Pines
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In Memoriam: Charlie Jones
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harles “Charlie” Foster Jones II, associate professor of English and linguistics, died April 5, 2016,
at age 63.
Jones received a PhD in linguistics in 1985 at the
University of Massachusetts in Amherst. Before coming
to George Mason University, he taught linguistics at the
University of Connecticut in Storrs and the University of
Wisconsin in Madison. He has published articles on theoretical syntax in various linguistics journals and conference proceedings. He published the book Purpose Clauses
in 1991.
In addition to his brother, Stephen Jones of Durham,
New Hampshire, and sister, Susan Clark of Bedford,

New Hampshire, Jones is survived by his beloved wife of
42 years, Elaine Sheep Jones, and their sons, Jules Buck
Jones of Austin, Texas, and Miles Eli Jones of San Diego,
California.
The Jones family and the Linguistics Program are
establishing a Charlie Jones Linguistics Award for graduate students. Contributions can be made by check payable
to George Mason University Foundation, with “Charlie
Jones Linguistics Award” in the note area. Contributions
are tax-deductible and can be mailed to The Charlie Jones
Fund, c/o Steven H. Weinberger, Director of Linguistics,
Department of English, George Mason University, 4400
University Drive, MS 3E4, Fairfax, VA 22030.

Just Three Minutes
By Anne Reynolds

E

of the work that’s done within the university in terms of
research,” he says. “You can have a beautiful website, and it
conveys information … but when I can sit and hear someone talk passionately about their research—it doesn’t matter if it’s in my field or not—I get excited about that. And
I think that’s what you see from the community as well.”
Mason’s colleges and schools took on the competition
with enthusiasm, with applications exceeding the initial
space for 40. In all, 45 Mason students competed in the
preliminary rounds. Many of these students represented
the Volgenau School of Engineering, which prepared students with coaching, practice time, and faculty support
at the competition itself. Four orators represented the
College of Humanities and Social Sciences.
But Edwards is encouraged that future competitions
will see more participants from across the university.
“What I’m hoping is that everyone will see that this is the
right thing to do to showcase the talents of our students.
I’ve had conversations with colleagues from school/colleges where we didn’t have the representation we were
hoping for. So next year, knowing when it will happen,
knowing what it’s going to look like, [they] will start
recruiting within their own colleges this fall.
“And then we’d have a better mix of students. And that’s
really what makes these competitions fantastic.”

RESEARCH

arning a doctoral degree is a pinnacle of academic
achievement reached after arduous years of study,
examinations, forging partnerships with faculty
advisors, research, funding, more research, and writing, all
of which culminates in a dissertation defense before a committee of experts. It is a marathon process that generally
takes between 5 and 10 years to complete.
Imagine summing up and presenting all of this work in
three minutes.
This is the genius of the Three Minute Thesis (known
as 3MT) competition, which was held at Mason for the
first time this spring. An annual international competition
that originated in 2008 at the University of Queensland,
Australia, 3MT has quickly spread to more than 350 universities in 58 countries around the world.
The rules of the competition are straightforward. Each
participant is a doctoral-level student who presents his or
her research in three minutes with one visual aid. The presentation must be understandable to a general audience
that may not have any background in the participant’s
research area. Electronic media and props (including written notes, costumes, and laboratory equipment) are not
permitted. Presentations are made in spoken word form,
not performed as songs, poems, or rap. Competitors whose
presentations exceed three minutes are disqualified.
The inaugural 3MT competition at Mason was sponsored by the Office of Graduate Education. Cody Edwards,
associate provost for graduate education, had been interested in bringing the event to Mason since he learned
about it at a meeting of the Council of Graduate Schools.
When the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of
Higher Education included Mason in the R1 category of
Highest Research Activity in 2016, the time was right to
introduce 3MT to Mason.
Edwards emphasizes the great benefits in learning to
concisely present a topic. “As a student it’s really a nice
intermediate step in preparing yourself to be a professional
in any field,” he says. “In most of our jobs, we have to talk
to people, right? And in most of our jobs we don’t have 30,
45 minutes to make a case about something. We have to
be succinct.”
He also sees how the 3MT format offers opportunities
for the university to share its students’ work within the
local community. “It’s imperative that we showcase more

W I NNE R S O F GE O R GE MAS O N UNI VE R S I T Y ’ S
F I R S T T HR E E MI NUT E T HE S I S C O MP E T I T I O N
First Place ($1,000): Chelsie Romulo,
College of Science
Second Place ($750): Rachel Golden Kroner,
College of Science
Third Place ($500): Erik Goepner,
Schar School of Policy and Government
People’s Choice ($300): Bradley Snyder,
Volgenau School of Engineering
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Toxic Talk:
New Research Center Seeks to Understand and Counter Character Smears
By Kristin Leonato

PROGRAM NEWS

T

Sergei Samoilenko

Eric Shiraev
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he Department of Communication launched a new
and timely research lab in fall 2016. The Character
Assassination and Reputation Politics (CARP)
Research Lab is led by an interdisciplinary research team
of scholars particularly interested in the deliberate destruction of an individual’s reputation or credibility through
character attacks. More importantly, the team is examining how to combat these attacks in an ever-changing
media landscape.
Sergei Samoilenko, MA Communication ’07, is a
Mason alumnus as well as a faculty member. With his
expertise in public relations, crisis communication, and
new media, he is well-equipped to lead the CARP Research
Lab. Samoilenko’s interest in the study of character assassination began several years ago, inspired by the work of
his friend and Mason colleague, Eric Shiraev.
A political scientist and an expert in the role of identity and culture in politics and international relations—
and a faculty member in the Department of Psychology
and Russian and Eurasian Studies Program—Shiraev
co-edited Character Assassination Throughout the
Ages (Palgrave Macmillan, 2014) with Martijn Icks
of the University of Amsterdam in the Netherlands.
Samoilenko was fascinated by the book, especially when
viewed through his own scholarly lens in the field
of communication.
Keenly aware of the overlapping influences of media
and politics, Samoilenko and Shiraev developed a new
special topics course for undergraduates, Character
Assassination and Reputation Management in Public
Relations. Offered for the first time in fall 2015, and open to
students majoring in either communication or government
and international politics, the interdisciplinary course
struck a chord with Mason’s politically savvy students.
Communication major Mary Chris Cobb, BA ’17,
was one of those students. She remembers the class as “primarily discussion-based, and the conversations were both
engaging and stimulating. I found myself becoming more
interested in character assassination as the class went on . . .
Scholars on Mason’s campus have moved the phenomenon

forward a tremendous amount, and to hear them speak
firsthand with passion and dedication immediately peaked
my interest.”
Cobb says what she learned in the course continues
to inform her study of communication and her life outside of class. She shared that “as a student living close to
the nation’s capital, it is important to educate yourself on
politics. Looking at the 2016 presidential election cycle,
reading transcripts of debates, watching social media, and
getting all the information possible on scandals was not a
way I anticipated to learn about candidates. Since my eyes
had been opened to character assassination, I viewed this
election differently.”
Samoilenko also intently followed the 2016 U.S. presidential election, but with a sense of alarm; he found his
academic interest playing out in real life in the daily coverage of the presidential primary elections and caucuses.
Samoilenko recalls feeling completely “overwhelmed
by the incivility of the political discourse.” Worse, his
research had informed him that such incivility, symptomatic of “a toxic media environment,” could very well “lead
to a legitimacy crisis” not just for individual politicians,
but also for government institutions and the basic tenets
that underpin a democratic society.
Samoilenko and Shiraev often discussed the extraordinarily negative tone taken during the 2016 election
cycle. Their research, expertise, and experience gave them
a unique insight into the causes and effects of the various
political tactics on display, but that same research, expertise, and experience inspired them to do something about
what they saw as a vicious cycle with dire consequences.
The idea for the research lab for Character Assassination
and Reputation Politics (CARP) was born, and they
quickly got to work.
Jennifer Keohane, a recent addition to the Department
of Communication faculty, joined Samoilenko, Shiraev,
and Icks in their efforts. Keohane’s research interests make
her a natural fit for the CARP research team. Her doctoral research centered on character attacks used against
political and labor movements, specifically the practice of

“Character attacks’ repercussions travel beyond
individuals to groups and even geographic regions.”

Samoilenko says his truest hope
is that the CARP Research Lab
can become a place to really test
new research or best practices. He
finds that studying the impact of
character attack is especially interesting because “it’s very scientific,
but also very hands-on.” He says
he’s often asked “Why would you
actually study this or teach [character assassination] to students?”
He feels it’s an important example
of how science can help people, and
he studies character assassination
“like doctors study a disease. You
have to understand the disease to
know how to counteract it and fight
against it.”
Jennifer Keohane
“redbaiting” in the 1950s and beyond, and her current
focus is on the particular and often gendered rhetoric used
in the organizing of labor movements in the United States.
Keohane’s expertise in rhetoric, rhetorical criticism, and
the underlying ethical issues at play make her an effective
professor of public speaking and public communication,
and her scholarly pursuits bring additional depth to the
CARP team.
With the final addition of Mason alumnus and international professional political operative Jason Smart, BA ’07,
the CARP Research Lab has garnered immediate interest among scholars and practitioners in a variety of fields.
Samoilenko says the most common response is “We’re so
glad someone is working on this!” He continues to be surprised and pleased by the level of “enthusiasm and engagement” of those interested in their work.
Samoilenko shares that the lab’s first challenge has
been to consolidate “the scattered research on a social phenomenon that has been around for centuries under one
umbrella.” It is this work that truly proves the importance
of maintaining a multidisciplinary research team.
Keohane feels this work has already demonstrated that
the concept of character is “real and is important” and that
character attacks “can have very real implications. And not
just for individuals, but also for entire groups or even geographic regions.”

Communication
majors Julia Ruiz
(left) and Mary Chris
Cobb pose during
a rare free moment
while working as
research assistants
for the Character
Assassination in
Thoery and Practice
conference in
March 2017.
PHOTO PROVIDED
BY CARP.

C AR P ’ S I NAUGUR AL C HAR AC T E R
AS S AS S I NAT I O N C O NF E R E NC E
To further the discussion, those involved with the CARP
Research Lab spent much of the academic year organizing
their first conference. Held at Mason’s Arlington Campus
March 3-5, 2017, the two-and-a half-day conference,
Character Assassination in Theory and Practice, hosted
40 presenters and participants from across the United
States and eight other countries.
continued on next page
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“You have to understand the disease to know
how to counteract it and fight it.”
—Sergei Samoilenko, CARP Research Lab

Toxic Talk, continued from page 7
Richard Sheehe, a senior research fellow and practitioner in residence at Mason, describes the ultimate goal
of the conference as the beginning of an “attempt to overlay a critical perspective based on thought, analysis, and
research, on to what’s already happening.” He notes that
it is only from this critical perspective that we can find the
answers to why character assassination “seems to be so
prominent, how to fight back, the ethical boundaries, and
best practices for reputation management.”
Panels included historical and theoretical analysis, but
mostly focused on contemporary issues surrounding character assassination and the many forms it can take in the
modern media landscape. The majority of speakers and
panelists concentrated on character attacks on political
candidates, campaigns, or movements in the United States
and abroad (including multiple presentations on the 2016
U.S. presidential election), but the gathering of scholars
and practitioners also took on issues of reputation management for private individuals, publicly held companies,
nonprofit organizations, and even terrorist groups.
Samoilenko says his favorite aspect of the conference was its inherent multidisciplinary nature. He jokes,
“Where else can you find an expert on Cicero and an astrophysicist studying climate change on the same panel?”
Given her continued interest in the subject, communication major Mary Chris Cobb says she “jumped at the
opportunity” to be a research assistant for the conference
and was one of several Mason undergraduate and graduate
students who attended. Aside from boosting her research
and organizational skills, Cobb says, “My experience with
[the CARP Research Lab] allows me to bring a different
insight to my classmates as we discuss character attacks,
social media posts, and communication theories. I have
had stimulating conversations with students in and out of
the classroom about the meaning of character assassination, reputation management, and where the phenomenon
is headed. CARP is helping advance the study of communication and it is always exciting taking knowledge I have
directly gained through CARP to my fellow Patriots.”
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Following its conference success, the CARP Research
Lab is already on to its next project. The information presented at the conference is now being synthesized into a
white paper highlighting the main takeaways from the
inaugural gathering. The research and best practices presented at the 2017 conference and elsewhere will also be
collected and published as the Handbook of Character
Assassination and Reputation Management, edited by
Samoilenko, Shiraev, Icks, and Keohane, and due to be
published by Routledge in 2018.
The team also plans to hold its second conference in
2019, hopefully at a location abroad. It’s been an auspicious start for the CARP Research Lab and a good indicator of what’s to come.
Keep up with the CARP Research Lab through its website
at communication.gmu.edu/research-and-centers/carp,
or on Twitter at @CARP_Lab.

Communication major Jeanne Abella was one of several
undergraduate and graduate students who provided
invaluable support during the CARP Research Lab
2017 conference.
PHOTO PROVIDED BY CARP.

50 Years In, Gallehr Keeps
Writing New Chapters
By Colleen Kearney Rich, MFA ’95

I

FAC U LT Y P R O F I L E

n April, Dean Deborah Boehm-Davis was privileged to remark on the career of a man who is one of a kind: English professor Don Gallehr is Mason’s first faculty member to celebrate 50 years at the university. Noting the profound influence
that the “academic Cal Ripken” has had on his students, and the generosity and positivity for which he is known by his
colleagues, Boehm-Davis expressed the university’s gratitude for the many ways in which Gallehr brightened the experiences of the entire Northern Virginia writing community.
In recognition of Gallehr’s longevity and impact, the Mason Spirit offered five facts about the well-loved professor.
He didn’t have his PhD when he started working at
Mason. Gallehr was working on his graduate studies at
Fordham University when he interviewed for the job. “Dr.
Krug said, ‘You are going to finish your doctoral degree,
aren’t you?’” recalls Gallehr. “And I said, yes, of course.
It never occurred to me that I wouldn’t.” Gallehr got
the job and then finished his PhD at Catholic University
of America in 1974, taking a class or two a semester
while teaching.

contacted the NWP, which sent him to Gallehr, who is
well-known for incorporating meditation into the writing
process. In 2010, he taught 33 Buddhist monks in a 15-day
workshop in northern India. “They were the happiest
group of students I have ever taught,” he says. “They would
laugh their heads off. It was a wonderful 15 days.”

Don Gallehr

This article appears in the Spring 2017 edition of the Mason
Spirit magazine.

He founded the Northern Virginia Writing Project
(NVWP). Gallehr heard of the National Writing Project
(NWP) before it went national and traveled to California
to take part in one of the summer institutes. Mason held its
first summer institute in 1978 and the NVWP was born.
His leadership role in the NWP led to visits on Capitol Hill
to get funding to support the project nationally.
He has taught more than 11,000 students. That number
is based on a quick calculation (roughly 110 students per
semester) and doesn’t include summer classes. He keeps in
touch with many, especially the teachers he has mentored
during his work with the NVWP, and he writes many letters of recommendation. In 2008, he received the David J.
King Teaching Excellence Award.
He does his homework. Gallehr does every assignment
along with the students. “It makes me a much better
teacher,” he says. He also workshops his essays in class and
tries to work with a different class group each week.
Tibetan monks think he is a stitch. When the Dalai
Lama was looking for a writing teacher for his monks, he
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NEW PROGRAMS

New Programs in the College
of Humanities and Social Sciences

CLINICAL P S Y C HO L O GY
MINOR/CONC E NT R AT I O N
Clinical psychology is the largest specialty area in the
field of psychology, accounting for approximately half of
all jobs within the discipline. Clinical psychology takes
theories and research findings about people’s biological,
psychological, and social functioning and applies it to the
assessment, treatment, and prevention of mental illness
and abnormal behavior. At Mason, students working on
their doctoral degrees in psychology may select a concentration in clinical psychology as they prepare for their
work in the field.
This opportunity will now be available for undergraduates. A new clinical psychology minor for non-psychology majors and concentration for psychology majors is
intended to help students learn about the primary roles
of clinical psychologists: assessment, treatment, research,
prevention, and consultation with other health professionals. The students also learn about the research on underlying biopsychosocial causes of specific mental disorders
and evidence-based assessment and treatment techniques.
The minor could benefit any student who may work with
psychologists in the future or want to better understand
people’s psychological functioning.
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K O R E AN S T UDI ES M I N O R
The Department of Modern and Classical Languages is
offering a new minor in Korean studies. The move is supported by a strong interest in Korean language and culture
studies, evidenced by enrollment data from the Modern
Language Association and information gathered from students currently enrolled in Mason’s Korean language classes.
The university has offered a Korean language program
since 2006. Interest in the program—and course offerings—has grown steadily; in August 2013, the Korean
Studies Program became part of the 4-VA shared curriculum, offering classes to students at James Madison
University via telepresence. Mason supports two Koreabased study-abroad programs in Yonsei University in
Seoul and Mason Korea in Songdo.
The minor’s prerequisites are the elementary, intermediate, and gateway to advanced Korean courses (or
demonstrated proficiency at the level of the gateway to
advanced Korean). Students will complete 9 credits in
Korean language and culture at the 300 and 400 levels in
Korean and an additional 3 credits in Korean literature,
culture, or society in English. The remaining 6 credits may
be taken through relevant electives offered elsewhere in
the university.

WOMEN A ND GE NDE R S T UDIES
C ONCEN TRATION IN T HE S CHOOL
OF INTEGRATIV E STUDIE S
The School of Integrative Studies is offering a new concentration—women and gender studies—within its bachelor
of arts in integrative studies major. This move complements the current option for a minor in the discipline, and
the concentration has been designed to serve as a conduit
into the accelerated master’s degree in interdisciplinary
studies with a concentration in women and gender studies.
Kelly Dunne, executive director of the School of
Integrative Studies, says the partnership with the Women
and Gender Studies Program makes sense. Because of the
range of courses taught through the integrative studies
curriculum, many of them support the coursework appropriate for the women and gender studies degree.
“Offering the major within the established framework
of an integrative studies degree allows the program to
expand its curriculum offerings without the need for additional resources,” she says. “We hope that this collaboration with women and gender studies is the first of many
partnerships with other units around the university.”
Angela Hattery, director of the Women and Gender
Studies Program, is enthusiastic about the concentration.
“Our students, faculty, and staff are thrilled to work with
SIS,” she says. “The experiential emphasis is absolutely in
line with all that we care about.”

W E L L -B E I NG MI NO R I N T HE S C HO O L
O F I NT E GR AT I V E S T UDI E S
The School of Integrative Studies (SIS) is reshaping its
minor in consciousness and transformation to a minor
in well-being, to reflect the changes within the university’s structure and to realign the minor with the changing emphases of the faculty’s teaching. Kelly Dunne, the
school’s executive director, explains that a program in consciousness and transformation “made sense when [Mason]
had a Center for Consciousness and Transformation. But
that center has evolved into the Center for Advancement of
Well-Being, and . . . as the center has evolved, [the faculty’s]
teaching has evolved more into areas around well-being.
“What we did is basically call the minor what it is,” says
Dunne. “It aligns much better with the university’s goals
and mission.”
The well-being minor draws its core courses from SIS,
as well as from the Department of Global and Community
Health in the College of Health and Human Services.
Electives for the minor include courses within the College
of Health and Human Services, the College of Visual and
Performing Arts, the College of Education and Human
Development, and, of course, the College of Humanities
and Social Sciences. Dunne notes that the mix goes beyond
“interdisciplinarity,” to a mix that is truly cross-university.
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Come Join the Action
The CHSS Alumni Chapter helps alumni continue
their Mason connection beyond graduation.
By Anne Reynolds

T

he College of Humanities and Social Sciences has
been around as long as George Mason University
has been granting degrees, but did you know that
the college’s official alumni chapter is only three years old?
Toby Hettler, senior assistant director of development
in the college, worked with Dean Deborah Boehm-Davis
and Mason’s Office of Alumni Relations to organize the
chapter. Prior to the college’s chapter, he explained, some
individual department societies had held events for their
alumni, but a college-level group offers opportunities for
all of the college’s alumni to get together and take part in
activities throughout the Washington, D.C., area.
And the chapter has assisted in hosting events both
social and service-oriented, from mentoring lunches,
where alumni join college students for lunch, networking,
and information-sharing, to the Sciences of Beer event
during Alumni Weekend, where the college joined with
the College of Science for an afternoon of beer education
and tasting.

A particularly popular event has been the early summer clean-up of the George Mason Memorial Statue. For
the past few years, a team of alumni has gathered in East
Potomac Park near the Thomas Jefferson Memorial to offer
some TLC to the area surrounding this beautiful corner of
the National Mall. This year, the event will take place on
June 3, with plans to open the event not only to alumni but
to college faculty, staff, and students.
To keep abreast of plans for this terrific chance to make
your mark on the Mall, as well as for the host of other
activities that the chapter has in mind, make sure to keep
an eye on the Alumni Chapter of the college’s website,
watch the Dean’s Twitter account, and find the College of
Humanities and Social Sciences on Facebook.
The celebration doesn’t end with your degree! Come
join the growing number of CHSS alumni! The college’s
growing group of CHSS alumni offers a wealth of opportunities for continued fun, learning, and community.

2

4

1 College alumni and friends pose with George Mason while tending
to his Washington, D.C., memorial.
2 Kevin Augustyn, the college’s director of development, and Evan
Del Duke, assistant director of development at the College of Science,
welcome alumni and guests to the colleges’ alumni weekend collaboration.
3

Attentive alumni gather for trivia during Alumni Weekend 2016.

4 Alumni chapter social at the Caboose Brewing Company in Vienna,
Virginia.

3

5 Mason alumni and staff enjoying the Sciences of Beer event. The
college’s Alumni Weekend collaboration with the College of Science was
an enjoyable blend of information, conversation, and fermentation.

5
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Exploring the Physical
and Theoretical World around Him
By Laura Powers

I

STUDENT PROFILE

n simplest terms, Dillon Berger’s aspiration is to discover and fully understand the world around him. To
do this, he looks at physical and analytical elements—
majoring in both philosophy and physics with a minor
in mathematics.

Dillon Berger
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“When I tell people my majors, I get two responses.
One is, ‘How do those possibly relate?’ and the other is,
‘Oh that makes sense,’” he says. “I mean, physics started
as a natural philosophy, and it is a philosophy. It just kept
growing into its own philosophical camp. That’s the way I
like to look at it, at least.”
Prior to Mason, Berger says his focus lay mainly in
sports and that academics were not a priority. But the
confidence instilled by a professor at Northern Virginia
Community College inspired Berger to focus on his studies, which has led him to attain an impressive academic
record and an internship at Cornell University.
“I wasn’t always a thinker. I wasn’t even close to it,”
he says. “But my entire worldview shifted in the last five
years and now I just see a world that I was completely blind
to before.”

Last summer, Berger took part in a National Science
Foundation Research Experience for Undergraduates
at Cornell University. There he worked with the physics
department on research projects that taught him about
computers, coding, accelerator physics, and more; subjects
that, according to Berger, he would not have otherwise
had the opportunity to experience as an undergraduate.
Berger’s immediate goal after earning his degrees from
Mason is to attend graduate school for physics. He hopes
to eventually become a professor, encouraging students
and helping them see their potential, the way a professor
did for him.
Currently, Berger works with students as a tutor within
the Math Tutoring Center at Mason. “Being a tutor has
helped me learn to see where people’s sticking points are,”
he says. “When somebody is having a problem getting
their head around something . . . I lead them, not by telling
them, but by this Socratic method of making them think
and get to something they thought they couldn’t arrive at
on their own.”
In 2016, Berger won the Dean’s Challenge Scholarship,
which recognizes exceptional undergraduate students
who have excelled while making academically challenging
choices. In the 2013-14 academic year, the Department
of Modern and Classical Languages recognized his talent for language with the Outstanding Dedication and
Perseverance in Upper Level Latin Award. He also received
the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute Scholarship in
Spring 2016.
“I never let people call me smart,” he says, “because it’s
really about hard work and falling in love with something.
I would say it’s more important to fall in love with something, because when you do that, the hard work just comes
out in the wash. You’re going to do it because you enjoy
it. And then it doesn’t feel like hard work. It doesn’t feel
like studying.”
This article appears as a Meet-a-Student profile related to
Mason’s bachelor’s degree in philosophy, philosophy.gmu.edu.

Advancing Her Career
and the Lives of Young Women
By Laura Powers

coaching or training necessary for instructors experiencing issues in or out of the classroom.
Long believes that her work in women and gender studies has enhanced her skills in understanding other people,
respecting their values, and seeing where their opinions
and positions stem from.
“I love understanding people,” she says. “I’m not always
successful, but the Women and Gender Studies Program
helps me explore that.”
Women and Gender Studies also influences Long’s
work outside of Management Concepts. In 2010, she
launched a Brooklyn, New York-based nonprofit called
MissFancyPants, a self-esteem building program for girls
ages 8 to 18. Inspired by Long’s own experiences in fashion and modeling, the program aims to help young girls
celebrate their natural selves, see their natural beauty, and
shed light on messages and images often seen in the media.
Her goal is to teach young women that there is beauty in
being brave. She wants all women to trust themselves.
“The Women and Gender Studies Program is 100 percent embedded into what I do,” Long says. “They celebrate
everything I believe and provide a space to think about
things differently.” She adds that her studies of feminist
theory greatly influence her organization’s workshops and
summer camps. Her peers in the program often provide
timely and constructive feedback.
“It is important to believe that you are important. The
Women and Gender Studies Program has transformative
power. I will never be the same; my degree has already
proven to be much more than a piece of paper. I am a
change agent,” she says.
To learn more about Long’s nonprofit and its mission,
visit missfancypants.org.

STUDENT PROFILE

W

ith her diploma all but in hand, master of arts
in interdisciplinary studies student Valencia
Long continually uses the academic and personal support provided by her women and gender studies
concentration to advance her career and pay her success
forward through a nonprofit for young women.
Long transferred to George Mason University with
a background in the fashion and beauty industries. She
says the Women and Gender Studies Program is not a
discipline she found, but one that found her. The program
offered multi-track learning opportunities that have had a
strong influence on Miss FancyPants, the nonprofit organization that Long has run since 2010, and even encouraged her to apply for a career position she would not have
previously considered.
The company, Long explains, was primarily interested
in someone with a human resources background. After
studying the job description, she says she recognized it as
an opportunity for her to sell the company on her skills,
her passion, and what she would be able to offer.
“The Women and Gender Studies Program allows
me to celebrate things that I’ve done and to not be afraid
about the spaces that I’m entering into,” she says. With this
instilled confidence, Long says she explained during her
job interview that her multifaceted background brought
many skills to the table, ones the company may not have
even realized it needed.
Long was hired soon after her interview and now
works as an instructor relations manager at Management
Concepts, a workforce development company. Her primary responsibility is to track the company’s pool of more
than 300 workforce development instructors and maintain a high standard of performance. She reviews instructor evaluations, manages policy, and follows up with any

Valencia Long
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(Even) Faster, Farther
The college’s director of development offers an update of college initiatives
within the university’s campaign.
By Kevin Augustyn

G

eorge Mason University is halfway through
the public phase of its historic and ambitious
$500 million comprehensive campaign, Faster
Farther. As a university we are well on our way to achieving, and indeed surpassing, the fiscal goals of the campaign even before its official close in December 2018. Just
as Mason has historically moved faster and farther than
anyone has anticipated, so too has this campaign. As in all
things Mason, however, we are just getting started.
The funds raised to date represent the same objective
as the support that continues to come in throughout the
remainder of the campaign: to build upon Mason’s storied past and surpass all expectations in the future. The
university’s students, alumni, faculty, staff, and friends
have joined together to support Mason’s award-winning
faculty, its diverse student body, and the facilities where
the community learns and lives. Together we have created a world-class research university recently recognized
as such by the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of
Higher Education.
The Faster Farther campaign has provided important
opportunities for the College of Humanities and Social
Sciences to create infrastructure and plans for a comprehensive and sustainable advancement approach in each of
its departments, centers, and programs. These opportunities are bearing fruit in a wide variety of ways, and we
would like to share some examples of new initiatives and
important advances in providing funding for the great
work that takes place in the college.
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E C O NO MI C S : T HE B UC H A N A N S MI T H L E GAC Y C AMPA I G N
Mason’s Department of Economics has been the home of
two recipients of the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences:
Professors Emeriti James M. Buchanan and Vernon L.
Smith. In November 2016, on the 30th anniversary of
James Buchanan’s receipt of the Nobel Prize and the 15th
anniversary of Vernon Smith’s award of the same prize, the
Department of Economics launched the Buchanan-Smith
Legacy Campaign for the Future of Masonomics.
The campaign is an effort to secure the legacy and
expand the future success of the study of economics at
Mason, recognizing the department’s profound impact
on economics education and research as well as on the
broader culture. As part of this effort, Mason’s Board of
Visitors and President Ángel Cabrera renamed two buildings in these great scholars’ honor. Effective July 2017,
Mason Hall on the Fairfax Campus will become James
Buchanan Hall, and the Metropolitan Building on the
Arlington Campus will become Vernon Smith Hall.
With a goal of $15 million, the department is seeking
funds to attract and retain top-quality scholars remarkable
for their research and classroom instruction, to assist with
graduate fellowships and undergraduate scholarships, and
to support various centers and projects.

T HE CENTER F OR CLIMAT E CHANGE
CO MMU N ICATION
Complementing its impressive research portfolio and
public outreach, and with new funding from a variety of
sources, the Center for Climate Change Communication’s
Program on Climate and Health has recently helped convene the Medical Society Consortium on Climate and
Health. The consortium represents more than 400,000
medical professionals and is a vehicle enabling them to
speak with one voice about how climate change is harming
Americans’ health today, as well as advocating for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and taking further steps that
lead to sustainability. These professionals have committed
themselves to becoming champions for climate and health
in their communities, especially for the most vulnerable,
who disproportionately experience the impact from climate change.

O MAR SCHO L ARS HIP
Two years ago, Mason alumni members of the Omar
family established a university scholarship fund to honor
Mohammed H. Omar, their beloved father and uncle.
Because of the extraordinary generosity of family and
friends, the fund has recently reached the required endowment level of $25,000 and will now be awarding a $1,000
scholarship in his name each year.
Thank you to the Omar family for your generous support!
The scholarship awards are based on financial need
and academic merit, and will be given to an undergraduate student who is actively involved in activities in support
of Palestine, with preference given to students of direct
Palestinian descent.

CH EU SE CEN TE R
Through the generous support of donors, the college
launched the Alan Cheuse International Writers Center at
George Mason University in the 2016-17 academic year.
Named in honor of the late American writer and cultural
commentator who taught at George Mason University for
almost 30 years, the Cheuse Center celebrates the art of
creative writing as a means of international dialogue, education, and understanding. Using the methods of cultural
exchange and diplomacy, the center is a dynamic institution enriching George Mason’s creative writing students
and faculty, the broader George Mason community, the
Washington, D.C., area, and creative writers and writing
organizations around the world to foster the tolerance and
understanding a more connected world requires.
The center’s immediate goals are to host visiting international writers for a one-semester residency and sponsor
Mason’s creative writing MFA students to study abroad.
As a nascent organization, the future of the Alan Cheuse
International Writers Center is one of unlimited possibility.

MAR I O N DE S HMUK H F UND
Through the generosity of donors, the Department of
History and Art History is paying tribute to the career
and work of Professor Emerita Marion Deshmukh by
establishing the Marion Deshmukh Faculty and Student
Scholarship Support Fund.
Deshmukh, who retired in 2015 after 45 years of service to George Mason University, was Mason’s first Robert
T. Hawkes Professor of History. In her retirement, she has
left a strong legacy as an outstanding scholar, a beloved
teacher, a dedicated administrator, and one of the faculty
members instrumental in bringing the Phi Beta Kappa
honor society to campus. While pursuing her own scholarly work and supporting her colleagues in a collective
effort to the same, she also taught countless students to
become scholars in their own right and has fostered the
values of learning on Mason’s campus.
The Marion Deshmukh Faculty and Student
Scholarship Support Fund will be used to pursue the same
goals that Deshmukh worked so doggedly to pursue as a
faculty member at Mason. The fund will be used to provide
faculty members with the support they need to achieve
their own intellectual goals, but will also include funds
specifically for collaborative research projects between
faculty and students.
This is hardly an exclusive listing of the efforts and successes of the college within the Faster Farther campaign.
Other initiatives include:
• the launch of a $100,000 campaign for the Center for
Evidence-Based Crime Policy in the Department of
Criminology, Law and Society, which will be celebrating
its 10-year anniversary this coming year;
• increased support for the Institute for Immigration
Research, which infuses nonpartisan research into a
hotly debated topic; and
• the launch of an external advisory board for the Center
for the Advancement of Well-Being, which has created
new initiatives thanks to members’ generosity.
With approximately one-and-a-half years to go on the
campaign, much work remains to be done. With the participation and support of Mason alumni, students, parents,
and friends, together we can move ever faster, ever farther.

fasterfarther.gmu.edu
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Computing a Lifetime of Service
By Alecia Bryan
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Gail Bohan
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ail Bohan, BA English ’70, MPA ’82, became part
of the George Mason community at a time when
our institution was finding its roots as a new university. Her undergraduate experience was shaped by current events, such as the Vietnam War and the Watergate
scandal. The campus climate was one of continuous discussion around these and other political issues, and coupled
with the campus’ proximity to Washington, D.C., offered
Bohan a sincere connection to being part of this important dialogue.
Bohan returned to Mason in the early 1980s to focus
her graduate work on researching government productivity. She was part of a group led by Professor John D. R. Cole
that identified how to measure and show improvements to
local infrastructure. She remembers this work fondly, and
its importance toward preparing her for future projects.
Bohan’s professional career has been one of service to
our local community. For 13 years she worked for Fairfax
County’s Cooperative Computer Center. In this role she
worked to develop strategic plans, policies, and organizational structure to manage the county’s IT systems.
In 1997 she brought her expertise to the City of Fairfax,
where she was director of IT until her retirement in 2013.
Bohan was director at a critical point when technology
was shifting and upgrades to all hardware and software
was integral to maintain efficiencies. Bohan successfully
led this charge and recalls her time in this role as the best
job she ever had.
Another mark of service from Bohan’s career was her
involvement with the team that created the Northern

Virginia Emergency Response System (NVERS), which
was developed from the Metropolitan Medical Response
System in 2005. NVERS focuses on providing coordinated responses to emergencies across the region. Bohan
continues this important work by volunteering locally
with the Fairfax Medical Reserve Corps (MRC), an allvolunteer program that works with NVERS to provide
help during medical emergencies. The Fairfax MRC also
offers preventative care such as flu vaccinations and health
screenings for school-aged children. Bohan enjoys this
work because of the benefit it offers the community, and
the ability to help without needing a medical background.
Bohan is also committed to strengthening our Mason
community. She has served as president of the university’s Alumni Association, is a member of the College of
Humanities and Social Sciences Dean’s Advisory Board,
and is a volunteer with the college’s mentoring lunch
program. She was recently awarded the George Mason
University Alumni Association’s 2017 Alumni Service
Award. Gail is especially devoted to giving back to help
current students with the costs of tuition and books. She
remembers not having loan programs available while she
was in school, and the stress caused by working and going
to school full-time. She hopes her gifts will provide a better environment for students, and enable them to focus on
their classes.
Bohan’s best advice for students today? “You can’t predict what your future will be, so just do what you can, day
by day. And save some money so that you can enjoy retirement while you’re still healthy!”

A Course in Perseverance
By Alecia Bryan

a colleague’s encouragement, he enrolled in a contract
program offered by the University of Virginia, and at its
completion, he had earned 30 more college credits and a
Certificate in Procurement and Contracts Management.
Jack now had 60 credits and a strong desire to complete
an undergraduate degree. Another colleague told him
about George Mason’s Bachelor of Individualized Study
Program (BIS), which is designed to help adult learners integrate other college-level learning into university
coursework. After working with the Registrar’s Office,
he put a plan in place and in 1989 started working toward
completing his undergraduate degree.
Jack’s new routine became one of night classes, work,
and helping to raise his three children. His position within
the DMA demanded a strenuous schedule, especially
at the height of Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm,
when the agency provided direct support to the U.S. military. Jack made the difficult decision to put his degree work
on hold for a year during this time, but he never lost sight
of his goal. He was finally taking classes that interested
him, and he was, for the first time, an A/B student. Jack’s
classmates told him he brought a wealth of life and work
experience to his class discussions, but he remembers best
what he gained from his peers. He fondly recalls working
with students of all ages and walks of life. He believes these
interactions helped him to become a better manager and
improved his ability to relate to others. After a long path to
Mason and five years of coursework, Jack received his BIS
degree in the fall of 1994.
Jack, now retired, is a regular guest lecturer to several
BIS classes each semester. When asked what draws him to
continue sharing his time, his answer is immediate: “I am
absolutely in awe of the quality and diversity of [Mason]
students.” His passion for Mason also stems from his gratitude for what the university has helped him accomplish.
Earning his BIS degree opened doors in his career and
gave him the satisfaction of reaching a personal goal. To
help pay forward this appreciation, Jack recently endowed
the Jack Fahey Giving Back Scholarship, which will present its first award to a deserving BIS student in fall 2017.
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f you would like the opportunity to talk with Jack
Fahey, BIS ’94, you may have to get in line. Just ask
any student who has attended a session of the College
of Humanities and Social Sciences’ mentoring lunch program. Jack has been volunteering his time with this group
for eight semesters, and is a favorite mentor amongst the
undergraduates. He’s usually found at the center of a group
of students, thoughtfully responding to questions on
what it’s like working for the federal government, his most
memorable career experiences, or tips for finding a job
after graduation.
The students’ draw to Jack is due in part to his 47 years
of service with the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency (NGA). Jack has represented the U.S. government
in more than 40 countries, been on assignment to the
White House under Vice President Gore’s Reinventing
Government Team to help coordinate and implement geographic information systems across multiple government
agencies, and managed an organization of more than 1,500
employees within NGA. But it is Jack’s knack for storytelling and his relatable honesty, as he shares his career path
of steady perseverance toward earning his undergraduate
degree and becoming a proud George Mason alumnus,
that peak their interest.
Jack started his college career at the University of
Rhode Island in the mid-1960s. He earned a partial athletic
scholarship but was unable to keep it due to his academic
record. He dropped out of school and started working for
a shipbuilding company in the Port of New York. He also
spent a short time in the military, after which he landed
in Washington, D.C., where he applied for a government
job in mapping at the prompting of his sister. Jack got the
job and began working for the Army Map Service (AMS).
During this time he started taking classes in math and science offered to employees through George Washington
University, and after years of work, he had earned 30 credits and was able to be designated as a “professional.”
In the early 1970s, AMS became the Defense Mapping
Agency (in 1996 the agency was folded into the NGA), and
Jack gradually moved up within the organization. With

Jack Fahey
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Alumni are listed alphabetically by last name. Gifts, pledges, payments, and matching gifts to the College of Humanities and Social Sciences are credited
toward Honor Roll recognition.
ALUMNI
Lynn ’86 and Dave Abbot
Barbara Abendschein, MA ’07
Kathryn Albarado ’87, MAIS ’91
Panayiotes Alepohoritis ’85
and Theodora Predaris
Kayla Alexander ’07
Nolde Alexius, MFA ’99
Tori Allain ’06
James Allen, MBA ’75
Madeline Allen ’87
Ana Alonso, MA ’99,
and Rei Berroa
Shana Alterman ’10
Karen Amendola, MA ’91,
PhD ’96
Steven Amick, MFA ’91
Christopher Amolsch ’92
Amanda Andere, MPA ’05
Leroy Anderson ’86
Marguerite ’94
and John Anderson
David Apker ’81
Carolyn Armstrong ’88
Iram Ashraf ’14
Steven ’84 and Debbie Askin
Robert Aung, MS ’98
Marlene Aylor ’90
Carrington Bailey ’79
Sally ’03 and Franklin Ballinger
Eric Baltas ’92, MBA ’00
De’Ona Barnes ’13
Sandra Barreda ’04
Scott Barton, MA ’13
Linda Bartone ’12
Monique Basnight ’95
Catherine Bauer ’14
Mary Bauer, MA ’90
Marie Baxter ’94
Brian Bayliss ’90
Maureen Bayne ’83
Joseph Bear, MA ’79
James Beck ’07
Larry ’02, MS ’08,
and Casey Benton
Sandra ’82 and B. Berger
Patricia Berkley ’90

Frances Bernhardt, MA ’92
Inta ’85 and Maris Berzins
Mary Jo, MA ’03,
and Roland Binker
Melissa Birnbeck ’09
Lorraine Bivins ’80
Margaret Blasinsky ’93,
MAIS ’97
Martha Boerner ’75
Gail ’70, MPA ’82,
and David Bohan
Amy Bolling ’03
Kenneth Bombara, MA ’00
Behnam Bonyadian ’13
Angela Boone, MA ’01, PhD ’05
Whitney Botsford Morgan,
MA ’06, PhD ’09,
and Ryan Morgan
Gary MA ’84 and Jane Bradley
Barbara Bramble ’69
Sheryl Brancaleoni ’97
Gary Braswell ’93, MA ’91
Susan ’78 and David Brennan
Nathan Brierly ’93
Carrie ’92 and John Bright
Margaret Brinig, MA ’93,
PhD ’94
Clay Brittle ’71
Patricia Broadwater ’78
Gregory Brodersen ’92
Stephanie Brodersen ’91
Cheryl Brooks ’93
Edward Brooks ’94
Patrick Browand ’91
Miriam Brown-Lam ’98, MA ’03
Abigail Brown, MA ’03
Dennis Brown, MA ’13
Hannelore Brunner ’85
Valerie Bryant, MAIS ’90
Alice Buchanan, MA ’01
Michael ’87
and Florence Bucierka
Donna Budd ’84, MAIS ’99
Amanda Bunyard ’08
Paul, MFA ’02, and C. Burch
Keith Burke ’02
Robert Burt ’77

Bold—Denotes President’s Circle giving
* Deceased

For online giving, visit

give.gmu.edu.
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Charles, MA ’04, and Patsy Byrd
George ’92 and Sarah Cabalu
Doreen Cadigan ’98
Casey Cain ’77, ’78
Giovanni Calabro ’01
Michelle Calabro ’99, MEd ’06
Wanda Caldas Diaz, MA ’86
Drew Calhoun, MA ’88
Claudia Calissie, MA ’14
Brenda Callaghan ’03
Kathleen Callahan, MA ’08
Sean Callahan ’13
Liam Callanan, MFA ’01
Hunter Camper, MA ’78
Dorothy Cannon ’88, MA ’96
Michele Cantrell ’06
Rebecca Canty ’04, MEd ’07
Kathleene Card, MA ’86
Robert Carlisle ’90, MA ’97
Nicole Carmi ’08
William, MA ’94,
and Susanne Carnell
Tanya Carpenter ’14
Betsy Carr, MA ’89
Susan Cary-Strickland, MA ’87
Michiko Casey ’00
Brian Castle ’95
Jennifer Caugh ’03
Judith Chamberlain, MAIS ’99
Melissa Chan ’90, MEd ’93
David Chavanne, MA ’06,
PhD ’10
Linda Chavez, MFA ’12
Brian Checkoway ’96
Shih-Yu Chen, MA ’11
Rachel Chesser, MA ’97
Dorothy Chisholm ’88
Dennis Cho ’14
Michael Choi ’05
Kathryn Chornyak ’06
Patrick Clouser ’14
Tanika Coates ’04
Jean Coco, MA ’90
Donald Conner ’77
Jessica Cook ’12
Sylvia ’89 and B Cook
William Corey ’81
and Kathy Umbdenstock
Bruce Cork ’97
Christine, MA ’86,
and A. Coward
Cinthia Crowe-Miller, MEd ’93,
and Michael Miller
Robert Cushing ’71, MPA ’97
Daniel D’Amico, MA ’06,
PhD ’08

Laura Dake, MAIS ’93
Linda ’01 and Charles Daniels
Christopher Daub ’94, MA ’97
Justin Davidson ’12
Sarah Davis Brandon ’93
and Gene Brandon
Kristen Davis ’06
Richard Davis ’08
Samuel Dawson ’76
Sharon Dede ’95
Alicia Del Barrio Escribano ’10
Catherine DeLano ’87
John Delbridge ’90
Gloria Denig ’82
Robert Denig ’75, MA ’79
Amy Dent ’87
John DePrima ’74
Rebecca Desalvo ’14
Bethany Dettwyler ’06
Alice DeVille ’87
John Devlin, MEd ’82
Maria Devlin ’11
Patricia Devlin, MFA ’11
Coty Dickson ’69
Jo Anne Diehl, MA ’00
Erica Disharoon ’06, MEd ’12
Jessica Doan, MA ’11
Carol Dockham, MA ’09
Patricia Donini, MAIS ’12
James Dooley ’16
David Dorsey ’15
Dana Doten ’89
Donna Dow ’12
Kathryn Draper ’70
Jodi Dreher ’02
Debra Duffin ’99
Amber Duncan ’11
Hans Dutt, PhD ’08
Julie Earthman ’76
Sally Edwards ’82
Judith Egan ’75
Brian Ehret, MA ’93, PhD ’00
Kimberly Ehrman ’01, MEd ’10
Sandra Eichorn ’84
Norbert Erickson ’73
Rebecca Ericson, DA ’12
Robin Ericson, MBA ’01, PhD ’08
Mary, MEd ’76, and James Esper
John Fahey ’94
Barbara Falcone, MEd ’82
Rachel Farbman ’09
Melvin Farrington, MA ’12
Susan Faxlanger ’03
Susan Ferguson ’88
Maria Firvida ’96
and Joseph Ramos

Virginia Fissmer ’94
Timothy Fitzwilliams ’02
Audrey Fleming ’83, MFA ’88
Lucile Fleming ’81
Kathleen Flood ’99
Jacobo Flores-Sanchez ’15
Alfred Flowers ’01
Marianne Floyd ’01
Joseph Flynn ’95
Evelyn Fox ’99
Patrick ’87, MBA ’91,
and Kathleen Frank
Myrna Frantz ’77
Ronald Frappier ’79
Yolanda Friendly ’12
Mark Friese ’15
Melisa Gallagher ’85
Mary Gallion, MA ’89
Evelyn Garcia Morales, MS ’13
Margaret Garguilo ’85
Alison Gavin, MA ’04
Doris, MA ’78,
and Daniel Gearing
Nicole ’86 and Harry Geller
Kay Gentry ’91
Kenneth George ’86
Richard Gerrard, MA ’89
Paul ’71 and Pam Gibert
Vernette Gilbert ’82
Susan Gilmour-Sage ’89
Stephen, MA ’84, PhD ’95,
and Donna Gladis
Barbara Glover ’83
Priscilla Glynn ’79
Sarah Godlewski ’04
Carolyn Gomez-Foronda,
MA ’79, MEd ’73, PhD ’95
Zinaida Gontscharow ’08,
MPP ’12
Ana Gonzales, MA ’02
Rosemary Goodwin ’72
Cynthia ’76 and William Gordon
Julia Gothe, MA ’95
Nancy Anne Graham, MA ’88
John Granfield ’78
Patricia Grant, MA ’96, PhD ’01
Alexis Gray, MA ’12
Burton ’95 and Yardly Gray
Daniel Gray ’14, MS ’15
Gisella Green ’90, MA ’94
Kenneth Green, MA ’90
Carter Greene ’84
Bernadette Grigonis ’77
Elizabeth Grisham ’02, ’13,
MA ’12, MA ’15
Tasha Gross ’12

Faye ’75 and Richard Grubbs
Stacey Guenther, MS ’04
Nathaniel ’92 and Tara Guldseth
Robert Guzman ’09
Linda Habenstreit ’93
and Neal Schiff
Judith, MA ’10, and Jack Hadley
Wendy Hahn, MFA ’08
Fawad Haider ’13
Zenebech Haile, MA ’99,
and Sirak Mulatu
Justin Hall ’13
John Hanlin ’03
and Rochelle Sambur
Amanda Hansen ’11
Marjorie Harper ’92, MAIS ’97
Rosa Harper ’85
Diana Harrington, MSN ’91
Katherine Harris, MFA ’00
Nicole Harris ’85, MA ’89
Mary ’77, MA ’79,
and Orlander Harrison
Robert Hartsoe ’97
Beverly, MA ’87,
and Ludwig Hartung
Sheila Hartzell ’76
Linnea Hasegawa, MA ’97
Lina Hashem ’04
Amy Hasselkus, MA ’12
Timothy, DA ’98, ’95,
and Ruth Hassell
Lance Hatten, MA ’08
Christine Hauser ’96
Geraldine ’85
and Kenneth Havran
David Hawkins ’92
Dawn Hayden ’87
Maryvonne ’80, MA ’91,
and Howard Haynie
Donald Headley, MAIS ’95
Merry ’80 and William Henley
Yukiko, MA ’87,
and Richard Henninger
Douglas Herold ’88
Patricia Hickerson ’74
Jane Hilder, MA ’01
Patricia, MFA ’92, and
Christopher Hilton-Johnson
Bac Hoang ’75
Kathleen Holl ’14
Thomas ’71 and Linda Holland
Margaret, MA ’97,
and Mack Holt
Anthony Homan ’84, MA ’93,
PhD ’95
Kathy Homan ’73
Michael, MA ’81,
and Margaret Hoover
Cristina Horne, MA ’11
Kit Hudson ’77
Sheri Huerta, MA ’11
Lynn Huggins ’92
Christine Hughes ’71
Christine Hughes, MA ’93,
MA ’96
Helen Hughes ’72
Robert Hugins, MA ’14
Margaret Hutton, MFA ’97
Kerry Ickrath ’87, MA ’93
Bonnie Idle ’00

William Iliffe ’70
Shahin Indorewala ’15
Twyla ’83 and Joseph Insalaco
Michael Iovino ’93
Margaret Jackman, MA ’93
Stephen Jobe, MA ’87
Lolita Jones ’86, MPA ’00
Mark, MA ’04, and Kelly Jones
Thomas Jones, JD ’96
Todd Jones ’90
Jennifer Jonkers ’91
James Joy, DA ’01
Jeanie Kahnke ’90, MA ’99
Robert Kaiman, MA ’81
William Kamens ’95
Marta Kanashiro ’08
Erica Kane, MPA ’15
Alusine Kanu ’84, DA ’00,
MAIS ’87
Roshna Kapadia, MA ’14
Mouna Karas ’95
Catherine Keefe ’91
Keith Kenny ’69 and Carole Duff
Anne Kerr ’71, MA ’90
Kathleen ’80 and Steven Kevlin
Denise Kfoury ’80
Alexandra Khalaf ’01
Sehrish Khan ’11
Donna Kidd, MPA ’94,
and Peter Stearns
Robert Kilcullen, PhD ’94
Claudia, MEd ’96,
and Robert Kilmer
William King, MA ’13
Alvin Kitchen, MPA ’84
John Kleeb ’12
Michael Konopka, DA ’99
Michael Konrad ’97, MA ’03
Chris, MA ’91, and David Kormis
Cynthia Kozakewich ’82
Amy Kramer ’95
Jonathan Krawchuk ’01
Eric Kreinar ’91
Phyllis ’87
and Frederick Krochmal
Sheila Kronenberg ’00
Robert Krueger, MA ’10, MA ’13
Wilfrieda Kulish, MA ’85
Anne L’Heureux, MA ’76
Matthew Lammers ’94
Joseph Laraia ’75
Tara Laskowski, MFA ’06
Marlene Lass ’86
Begona ’84 and Roger Lathbury
Debra Lattanzi Shutika, MA ’93,
and Kenneth Shutika
Gale Lavinder ’79
Kevin Lawton ’88
William Layden ’81
Roger Leblanc ’15
Deborah Lee, MA ’96, PhD ’03
Miya Lee ’15
Terry Lehman ’05
Mary ’93 and Scott Leitch
Kimberly Lemus ’11
Annette Lewis, MA ’89
David Lewis, MS ’97
Lorie Lewis, MA ’16
Tracee Lewis ’00, MEd ’06
Anh-Dao Light ’94

Robert, MA ’04,
and Geri Lightburn
Wayne Lin ’06
William Linden, MA ’93
Audrey Lipps, MA ’98
Jay Little ’02
Graeme Littler, MA ’85, PhD ’87
Nicole Livas Tyler ’90
and Jeffrey Tyler
Kathleen Loftus ’96
Lance Logan ’14
Thomas Logan ’96
Kathleen Long ’92
Juan Lopez-Zeballos ’13
Kirsten, MFA ’00,
and Tony Lopresti
Susan Lowry ’96, MEd ’98
Shawn Luehrsen ’09
Nora Lutyk ’81
Jeanne MacPherson ’87
Geraldine Madigan MA ’84
Ernestine, MA ’95,
and George Magher
Carrie Maison ’00
Nicolas Maison ’98, ’14
Phyllis Maloy ’71
Emily Mann ’14
Stephanie ’14 and James Mannan
Agnes Mannarelli, MA ’94
Kate Manstof ’12
Tracey Marcelo ’89
Joshua Marks ’02
Julie Marnell, MEd ’13
Ronald ’78 and Cheryl Martin
Marcos Martinez, MFA ’15
Dale ’07 and Lisa Mast
Bonnie Matheson ’98
Amy Mathis ’89
Anuraag Mattapally ’15, ’15
Leo Mayhew, MA ’15
Gerald Mazur ’98, MS ’07
Hillary Mazur, MEd ’12
Philip McConnell ’01, MEd ’03
Rebecca ’94
and James McDermott
Carrie McDonald ’92
Amy McDuffie ’96
Madeline McDuffy ’99
Brynton McGill ’07
Rebecca McGill, MFA ’10
Mary McGillen ’82
Sheridan ’90
and Leon McGlothlin
Susan ’03 and David McMunn
Andrew McPherson ’08
Michele McVee ’92
Steven ’13 and Rebecca McWhite
Wendy McWhorter ’95
Janice Meer, MFA ’04
Anne, PhD ’93,
and David Menotti
Peter Michael, MA ’04
Katheryn Mickey ’91
Christina Miller ’87
Demaris ’79, MA ’85, PhD ’92,
and James Miller
Rosemary Miller ’08
William Miller, MFA ’87,
and Elisabeth Vermilye
John Mincer ’92

Felicita Minionis ’85
Lynne Minkel ’78
Brett Mobley ’08
Landon Mock, MA ’10
Lucia Mollaioli, MA ’13
Ruth Molyne ’11, ’00
Ann Monday ’73, MEd ’81
Elizabeth Monroe ’68
Victor Morales ’11
Ursula Moreau ’91
Michael Moriarty ’82, JD ’85
Regina Moriarty ’84, JD ’87
Mark Morse ’82
Roberta Morse ’97, MEd ’98
Kristin Mosher, MA ’08
Randall Mottram ’87
and Mary Kimble
Ayaan Moussa ’11, MAIS ’16
Monica Mulholland, MA ’06
Liane Munnikhuysen ’84
Jill Murphy ’03
Teresa Murphy, MFA ’04
Farzaneh Naghdi ’93
Karol Nangosia ’12
Raneem Nassar ’09
Margaret Navin, MA ’88
Karen Neal, PhD ’06
Gregory Nelson, MFA ’85
Johnathan, MA ’07, PhD ’12,
and Emily Nelson
Elyse Nemec, MA ’14
Tuan Nguyen ’12, MS ’16
Kelli Nicholson ’14
Jane ’77 and William Nickel
Christina Nickerson ’10
Judith Nicogossian ’98, PhD ’12
Parker, PhD ’08,
and Amy Normann
Jeffrey ’94 and Durell Notz
Carrie Nowell ’98
Duane Nystrom ’72
Marian O’Brian ’74
Lisa O’Brien ’94
Jennifer O’Connor, MA ’92,
PhD ’97
Kara Oakleaf, MFA ’10

Tamela Odom ’08, MEd ’10
Henry Oh ’01
Manal Omar ’96
Jeremy Orenstein ’15
Scarlett Osvalds ’07
Christina Owens ’12
Amy Padgett ’98
Olivia Palermo ’12
Mark Palim, PhD ’97
Randolph Palmquist ’79
Ronald ’80 and Vivian Panaggio
Benjaporn Panah ’12
Vincent Panigot ’94
Gloria ’72 and Panayotis Pantazis
Dena Papazoglou, MA ’01
Adam Parez ’96
Karen Park, MA ’01
Samantha Parsons ’01
William Pate, MA ’11
Joan Patterson ’79
Georgia ’00 and Mike Paxos
Robert Paxton ’79
Marlene Payne ’10
Stephanie Payne, PhD ’00
Jason Peak ’93
Andrew Pedry ’12, MA ’15
Sheila Pelaez ’83
Brennan Penders ’13
Rebecca Penick ’88, MA ’89
Lorilee ’89 and Arthur Penn
Douglas Perdue ’07
Daniel Perez ’13
Elizabeth ’91 and Jeffrey Persell
M. Catalina Peterson ’05
Gregory Petrochenkov ’10, ’50
Brian Philips, MA ’94, PhD ’99
Matthew Pickett ’15
Ramon ’70, MA ’77,
and Suzanne Planas
Christine Plunkett ’82
Betty Poland ’83
Christopher Polk ’94, MA ’01
Julie Polter, MFA ’05
Sara Posnett ’95
Thomas Potts, MA ’12
Joseph Prusinski ’12
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Wanda ’75, MA ’78,
and Richard Purdy
Anthony Quain MA ’07, PhD ’13
Janet Quinn ’79
David Ramirez ’13
Ingrid Ramirez ’01
Jeffrey Randorf, MA ’12
Sylvia ’95 and Gary Rast
Mary Ray ’96
Amanda Raysin ’14
Karen Rehm, MA ’90
Corey Reis ’00
Jason ’93 and Cathy Reis
Randall Revercomb ’87, MEd ’09
Ann Reynolds ’07, MPA ’09
Cheryl Rice ’88, JD ’91
William Rice ’91
Colleen, MFA ’95,
and Arthur Rich
Jessica Rich, MFA ’09
Kaetlin Ritchie ’13
Jacquelyn Rivas ’77, ’80
Luther, MA ’04,
and Toni-Marie Rives
Jordan, PhD ’11,
and Kirsten Robbins
Maja Roberts ’94
Shawn Robinson ’92
Regina Roddy ’15
Samuel Rodriguez ’14
Robin Rojas, MA ’90

Naomi Rook ’14
Mark Root, MA ’10
Terence Ross, MA ’08
Melanie Rothstein ’03
Katherine Rowan ’75
and Robert Baker
Michael Rowan ’78
Timothy Rowe, MFA ’10
Benjamin Rusnak ’92
James Russell ’04
Patricia Russo, MFA ’94
Steven Rutenberg ’02
Kelly Ryan ’96
Laura Sacher ’05
Gregory Safford, MA ’11
Carolyn Samaha ’87
Anne Sandlund ’92
Leroy Sandoval ’11
Ann Sanford ’99
Stephen Santelli, MA ’06
Patricia Santiago ’92
Joan Santora ’78, MA ’83
Joel Scalzo, MEd ’06
William Schaefer, MA ’14
Marisa Schaer, MA ’98
Crystal Scheulen, MA ’13
Michelle Schmidt, MA ’96,
PhD ’98
Farideh Schonberger ’82
Elisabeth Scott ’79
Norma Scott ’95

For online giving, visit

give.gmu.edu.
Bold—Denotes President’s Circle giving
* Deceased
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Maria Seniw ’07 and Gary Muller
Lora Sharkey ’13
Rekha Sharma ’11, MA ’12
John Sheil ’89
Sylvia Shenk, MAIS ’94
Jason Shirley ’02, MEd ’09
Lindsey Shull ’13
Lynn Siegel ’12
Kathryn Sieh ’01
Julie ’92, MEd ’01, and Joe Siler
Blake Silver ’11
Nader Silver ’11
Jon Silverman, PhD ’95
Benjamin Simpson ’16
Tishy Singh ’98
Tony ’87 and Joyce Singh
Rosemary Siqueira ’11
Mark Skinner ’86
Michael ’99, MS ’11,
and Andrea Slawski
Malisah, MA ’11, and Jason Small
Diane ’02 and Daniel Smith
Emily Smith ’12, MA ’14
Kimberly Smith, MEd ’16
Jennifer Smolinsky ’11
Duane ’74 and Rebecca Snider
Tiffanie Snyder ’11
Kira, MA ’09, and Shane Sobers
Jonathan Solis ’02
Robert ’70 and Nancy Sorgen
M., MA ’96, and Ginny Sorrell
Donna Southworth, MA ’88
Kristin Spencer ’75
Thelma Spencer ’72, MEd ’75
Stephanie Spitko, MAIS ’12
Constance Sprague ’98
Frank Sprague ’85, MS ’89
Elizabeth St.George ’14
Chandler ’89 and Linda Stalvey
Kelly, MA ’09, and Andrew Stazi
Michael Steele ’07
Julie Stemple-Hoover, MFA ’05

Regina Stephens ’96
Mary Stern ’97
Jennifer ’92 and Richard Stevens
Deborah Stevenson ’88
Carole Stizza ’11
Jennifer Storm ’15
Nona Storr PhD ’12
Virgil Storr, MA ’00, PhD ’03
Stephen Strickler ’13
Kelley Studholme ’83
Amanda ’76 and Lonny
Sturgeon
Laura Sturza, MAIS ’95
Amneh Subhi ’13, MEd ’16
Anna Sullivan ’15
Richard Sullivan ’97, MS ’03
Magdalena Sypula ’03
Sharon Tabor ’82
Amanda Talam ’02
Celia Taylor Mobley ’07
Art Taylor, MFA ’06
Cynthia Taylor ’89
Matthew Taylor ’07
Rachel Taylor ’09
Ross, MA ’92, PhD ’98, and
Christy Teague
Richard Thackston ’82
Deloris Thomas ’94
Jason Thomas ’95
Jackie ’01, MPP ’13,
and Kenneth Thompson
Katherine Thompson ’94
Michael Thompson ’96
Sharon Thompson ’76
Larry Tingle
Nancy Tingle ’91, MEd ’96
Ahryel Tinker ’14
Tina Tisinger ’85, JD ’88
Charla Tompkins ’07
Matthew Tompkins ’06
Robert, PhD ’09,
and Liz Townsend
Firras Traish ’95
Douglas, MPA ’97,
and Kelly Trout
Donna Truax ’72
Carol Tsou ’81
Yessica Turcios ’13
Catherine Turner, MEd ’94
Jack Turner ’09, MA ’11
Kevin Turner ’03
Rebecca ’80, MA ’91,
and Patrick Turner
Emily Tuszynska ’98, ’98,
MFA ’03
Noah Tyler, MA ’09,
and Gabrielle Finck
Peri Ulrey ’82
Scott Ulrey ’82
Danielle Ulrich ’94, MEd ’97
Joseph Urban ’02
Sarah Uribe ’74
Carolyn Van Newkirk, MA ’95,
and Lee Hoffman
Jeffrey VanMeter ’13
Sandra Vargas Ortega ’14
Curtis Vaughn, MA ’08,
PhD ’14
Gerardo Vega ’99
Nancy Vernon, MA ’79

Christian Vieweg, MA ’95
Kathryn Vieweg ’96, MEd ’00
Alexia Vikis ’93, DA ’02, MA ’96
Lynda Vincent ’90, MEd ’98
Ekta Vohra ’00
Louis Volchansky
Peter Walker MA ’89
Stephen ’79 and Melody Walley
Pamela, MA ’91,
and Bruce Wanamaker
Laurel Ward ’86
Cynthia Warren ’93
Kent Wayson ’86
and Tracy Anderson Wayson
Heather ’13 and Brian Weber
Lee Webster ’00
Deborah ’83
and Laurence Weinberg
Gregory Wells ’76
Daniel Westendorff ’12
John Weston ’81
Rosemary ’77
and Westley Wheeler
Bettie White MA ’79
Helen White ’69
Sandra Whittington ’74
Michael Wilkie ’82
Suzanne Willard MA ’95
Maria Williams ’14
Pamela Williams ’99
Rachael Williams ’10
Kathleen ’77 and John Wisiackas
Kirsten Woitek, MA ’14
Stuart Wood ’80
Emily Woody ’03
Jacob Woody ’03
Amy Woolsey ’15
Joanne ’94 and David Yakaitis
Maksaba Yohannes ’13
Claire Yoon ’15
David Youk ’08
Sylvia Young-Dean ’06
Amna Yousaf ’09
Jennings Yowell
Ashley Yuckenberg, MA ’11
Michael Zabrowski, MBA ’90
Kathleen Zaccardi ’74, MA ’76
Janice Zucker ’01
CORPORATIONS,
FOUNDATIONS,
ASSOCIATIONS, TRUSTS,
AND ESTATES
Aetna Foundation Inc.
Alexandria Scottish
Rite Bodies
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Alvin E Kitchen
Revocable Trust
American Meteorological
Society
Association of American
Colleges and Universities
Cans-To-Go, LLC
Capital Group
Carnegie Corporation
of New York
CPS HR Consulting

Distilled Spirits Council
of the US Inc.
Fenton Communications Inc.
Fleets Bay Charitable Trust
Fors Marsh Group LLC
GEICO
Global America
Business Institute
Good Ventures Foundation
Google Inc.
Grant Thornton Foundation
HRNK
Inova Health System
Institute for Humane Studies
KPMG Foundation, Inc.
Laura and John Arnold
Foundation
Laytonsville Women’s Club
Luck Companies Foundation
MedStar, NCHFH
Melvin S. Cohen
Foundation Inc.
MetLife Foundation
MHM Services
National Audubon Society
National Capital Business
Ethics Awards
National Writing Project
Northrop Grumman
Charity Trust
Northrop Grumman
Corporation
Page-Nelson Society
of Virginia
Pierre F. and Enid Goodrich
Foundation
Pioneer Investment
Management Inc.
Raytheon Company
Richard E. Fox
Charitable Foundation
Sarfaty-Siegel Fdn
for the Future
The Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation
The Beck Foundation Inc.
The de Laski Family
Foundation
The Helts Foundation
The Immigrant
Learning Center
The Landegger
Charitable Foundation
The Lehman Family Trust
The Lynde & Harry Bradley
Foundation
The Mirza Family Foundation
The Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation
Thelma O. Weaver
Charitable Trust
Town Creek Foundation
Truist
University of Texas System
Verizon Foundation
Wedding Wire
World Education Services Inc.
Xerox Foundation
York Foundation

FACULTY AND STAFF
Denise Albanese
Kevin Augustyn
James and Sara Bennett
Deborah Boehm-Davis
and Stuart Davis
Lisa Breglia
Jeannie Brown Leonard
Zofia Burr and Alok Yadav
Ángel and Elizabeth Cabrera
Jack and Jane Censer
Julie Christensen
and Georgi Tonia
Keith Clark
Reeshad Dalal
Susanne Denham
Rutledge Dennis
Leslie Dyre
Christopher Elzey
Jane Flinn
John Foster and Andrea Dimino
Joy Fraser
Michele Greet
Tamara Harvey
and Douglas Stewart
Emmett Holman
Daniel and Patricia Houser
Michael Hurley
Devon Johnson
Winifred Keaney
Theodore Kinnaman
Gary and Stephanie Kreps
Sharon Leon
Nance Lucas
Edward Maibach
Robert Matz and Teresa Michals
Janette and Star Muir
Lisa Newmark
Larisa Olesova
Eric Pankey
Paula Petrik and Walter Sylva
Peter Pober
E Reid
Anne Reynolds
Stephen Robertson
Amelia Rutledge
Kristin Samuelian
Mona Sarfaty and Jay Siegel
Suzanne Scott Constantine
Garry Sparks
Steven Weinberger
Stefan Wheelock
David and Susan Wilson
Karl Zhang
FORMER AND RETIRED
FACULTY AND STAFF
Don and Kathy Boileau
Martha and Guido Francescato
Dee Ann Holisky
Elyse and Donald Lehman
Maureen Miller
Coilin and Julianne Owens
Jeffrey Pollard
Robert and Jean Pugh
Earl Smith

FRIENDS
Vural Ak
Robert and Bernadette Aliberti
Gloria and Alan Arnold
E. Bayjak
Barry and Velma Berkey
Lorraine Buck
Fred and Karen Sue Butler
Hal and Kathryn Canary
George Carter
Lorraine Cary
Jae Cho
Leah and Scott Commander
Santina Cruz
Jack and Sheila Davidson
Mary Devlin
Mary Dudziak
Geoffrey Eley
Richard Elliott
Wesley Ford
Faith and Michael Goldman
Leigh Goldman
Daniel Gonzalez
Theodore Hayes
Eugenie and Jack Helitzer
Inbin Huh
Michael and Barbara Kehr
Min Sung Kim
Gary Kornblith
and Carol Lasser
Chad Lash
Sanghyun Lee
Suk Lee
Jodi Lev-Berliner
Honghui Li
Sheri Maeda
Rebecca Mark
Christine and Richard Mason
Richard and Christine Mason
Jesse McDuffy*
Anne Mellinger-Birdsong
and George Birdsong
Michael Merlob
Robert and Shirlee Miller
Catherine Mizell-Nelson
Winona Morrissette-Johnson
and Phillip Bell
William and Penelope Naylor
Gwen and Alan Nelson
Harland and Corinne Nelson
Katherine Nix
Kristin O’Shee
Christina Petra
Brett Pogany
P Riffert
Gregory Schmidt
Donghyun Seo
Linda Shopes
Mary Small
Miriam Smallman
Keith Stanger
Thomas Taylor
Georgi Tonia
and Julie Christensen
Terry and Daniel Tyson
Beverly Walters

Thelma Weaver
Marion Webb
Terrie and David Weintraub
Barbara Whitaker
Eileen Wiegert
Lin Wu
Tsutomu Yagi
PARENTS, FORMER
PARENTS, AND
GRANDPARENTS
Charlotte and Buddy Beck
Kelly and John Bukovich
Kari Burchard
Philip Disharoon
Jean Elsmo
Louis and Janet Ford
Jeanne Giroux
Erik Landberg
Jennifer Markson-Violette
Muhammad and Tanveer Mirza
Robert and Becky Mortlock
John Newton
Thomas O’Grady
Lawrence Oppenheimer
Connie Orenstein
Roy Relph
Kelly and Gregory Ritchie
Diane Schulte
L and Virginia Severance
Catherine Shearin
Elizabeth Stalker
Steven and Susan Sultan
Dioselina Vazquez
Sharon Woodstock

What’s New?
We want to know…
➤Where are you now?
➤Have you moved?
➤Gotten married?
➤Had a baby?
➤Landed a new job?
➤Seen former classmates recently?
Submit your class notes
to Mason Spirit, the
university’s magazine,
at spirit@gmu.edu.
Please be sure to include
your graduation year
and degree.
For more information,
please visit
chss.gmu.edu/alumni.

Save the Date for
Alumni Weekend 2017!
October 13–16 with
a special event for CHSS
alumni on October 15.
Please visit chss.gmu.edu
for updates on all our
events.
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C R E AT I V E

SALLY KEITH,

an associate professor in the
Departments of English and Creative Writing, has published four collections of poetry, most recently River
House (Milkweed Editions, 2015). She has published
individual poems widely, in publications that include
Colorado Review, Conjunctions, New American Writing,
A Public Space, and the New York Times Magazine. She
has been awarded fellowships to the Bread Loaf Writers’
Conference, a Pushcart Prize, and the Denver Quarterly’s
Lynda Hull Award.
In 2016, Keith was awarded a John Simon Guggenheim
Memorial Foundation Fellowship, one of 175 fellowships
awarded from a field of nearly 3,000 applicants. The
Guggenheim Fellowships recognize the work of scholars,
artists, and scientists whose careers have already shown
notable promise.
Keith describes River House as a radical departure
from her earlier work. A series of 63 short poems, the
book weaves together reflections on travel, art, Keith’s
experience in an intensive neutral-mask workshop
(designed for actors to address the calibrating of their
(e)motion on stage), and the untimely loss of her mother.
Due to the sudden, but fortunate, circumstance
of adopting twin baby boys in December 2016, Keith
intends to start her fellowship year in fall 2018, during
which time she plans to work on a fifth collection of
poetry. Of this new work, Keith writes, “I am not interested in repeating the poems of River House, but from
that very formative experience I hope to find a way to
keep active the dynamism of ‘voice,’ a nebulous term
that, to my mind, relates to sentence-making, consideration of line, and also the possibility of pronouncing what
might feel obvious. I hope to write candidly of a life, of
my life, fully aware that apprehension of any writer’s
experience—the work they do, the ways they are compelled to love—is profound only when it is able to speak
beyond itself.”
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1.
How do you picture the shape of a year in your head
Is a question my grandmother often asked.
The jog at dusk ends at the point
to watch the sun disappear.
We drag sticks in the sand to spell out our names.
To myself I write: Happy Birthday.
The few trees before the beach in silhouette.
The sky is red, the boats in the small harbor, docked.
On the Rappahannock my grandparents moved to retire.
As they aged, my mother rented herself this house.
Because the land is the same level as the water
The house sits high up on stilts. At night, from bed,
The stars through the windows burn a circuit of lights.
It all depends on where you start. A year is a circle,
If not a point around which experience spirals.
Because our mother is gone, we do not need the house.
We tell ourselves this. Soon we will clean out inside.
5.
The three-tiered bridge, Pont du Gard, I read about incessantly.
At the end where the water finally empties out
After thirty one point six nine miles and ushered only by gravity,
The castellum, walls adorned with silver dolphin swimming.
That spring I was in France my mother spent alone
At the house on the river caring for her father who was dying.
At high tide the road in is swallowed, making the house an island.
Hard to describe, but the walls are thin, it isn’t easy getting
through storms.
The day my grandfather died, I biked to town
for our favorite cheese.
I felt this as a celebration. Now, I want to know where
my mother is.
What kind of metamorphosis is death: beautiful or utilitarian?
Sobin, writing on the aqueduct, ultimately surmises ostentation
The motivation for the unusually difficult architectural feat.
I have thought about this for too long not to just write it.
There isn’t really an order that would be correct. An aqueduct
By definition is an artificial channel. It gets one thing to the next.

21.
Poem I wrote for my mother to say to me:
Sweet child I made of fire, sweet child, little fire
Bedeck the world with angels and ladders
Little mirror, I give you my last ounce of breath
I give you my breath to be emptied of life
Here, little fire, here, here
Little fire, lift my hand to feel a body emptied of life
Lift my hand, little mirror
Little fire, sweet child,
Put flowers on top of the table
Little fire, light candles in churches and cathedrals
Fire catches, sweet child
Bedeck the world with angels and ladders
Climb, little fire, climb higher and higher
I made you like this, little mirror, listen
As the wind shifts, listen to the smallest drops of water
61.
Really there is no one we want to take to the river with us.
There is nothing to do there but nap, eat, and drive,
White Stone, Kilmarnock, Irvington, a triangle.
Along the roads there water seeps in like mirrors
Reflecting back rings of wild.
At a certain place you can stop to hear the peepers.
“A strong song tows us” writes Basil Bunting.
It feels like something once stacked is seeping.
At the edge of the stage a masked actor is standing.
She practices experiencing.
Breathes. Tries to let out the tension in her shoulders.
Told to imagine the freighter departing, she imagines
The freighter an inch adding thickness to the line called horizon.
The space between the mask and her face is a metaphor for living.
She waves good-bye.
She is practicing waving.
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